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Why would an apparently successful company experiment with 
a weird approach designed for engineers?



Our team was 

dysfunctional.





Our problems

Leadership Team (2012)

- No visibility on delivering 

projects

- Lack of trust; people not 

aligned

- Hero to zero

- Being the boss of that team 

was a thankless task

- Death marches

- No clarified process

Dev Teams (2007)

- Big surprises around shipping 

software

- Developer is King

- Hero to zero

- Blame the team failures on 

the individual

- Death marches

- Project management process 

was left up to the PM



If the problems are similar, could the solution also 
be similar?



Our initial goals

- Team collaboration

- Trust

- Surface where we are spending time and 

activities

- Share information

The ultimate goal:

Fix the dysfunction! I knew something was wrong, and this 

seemed like a good way to start solving it.



Plan A

- Super-light daily standup (15 mins)

- Intensive observation and coaching from agile PMs (Simon 

and Mark)

- That’s it!



[It didn’t occur to us 

to take a photo of our 

initial whiteboard]



Plan A II

- Daily standup

- 16th minute chat

- Ground rules

- Structure & other sub-whiteboards



11th October 2012



17th October 2012



15th November 2012



17th December 2012



What benefits did we see?

- We got a lot better at keeping our promises

- We slowly became more careful about making promises

- We surfaced disagreements earlier

- We dealt with small crises very rapidly & effectively

- Everyone in the room knew what was going on

- Cross-divisional & company issues were tackled much more 

effectively



What were the results of Plan A II?

How did we do, measured against our initial goals?

- Team collaboration 

- Trust [improving]

- Surface where we are spending time and 

activities

- Share information



11th October 2012



17th October 2012



15th November 2012



14th December 2012



17th December 2012





If you take only one thing away from this talk:

BE AWARE OF 

HIDDEN 

PROJECTS



Hidden projects are very counter-intuitive

- Lots of them

- Not prioritised

- Single biggest cause of 

non-strategic activities

- I still can’t quite 

believe this is true!



Checklist for a hidden project

- Other projects have been running more slowly than anticipated

- Project doesn’t really belong to anyone

- Any time devoted to it seems to disappear

- No project manager; no project management artefacts exist

- There’s a scapegoat

- It started off seeming like a task

- Not prioritised or resourced

- Someone, somewhere in your organisation, is still angry

about it



Did it stick?



The Galbraith Conundrum

We got a lot of value out of 

using agile processes, and we’ve 

tried to do something similar 

before, but we didn’t manage to 

make it stick either time.
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Thank You!


